
The works that follow are site specific. They are created both of and from the landscape. 

List of Exhibited Works: 

i. The Mangle, Edition of 15
ii. Three Green Bottles
iii. Cob
iv.  Exert from local news
v.  Image lost in development
vi. Monkey Puzzle
vii.  Untitled sound recordings
viii  Wordbook
ix.  Found slide 

These works are intended to be 
shown together in a dark gallery 
space

Followed by artwork proposal 
document



The farm is a place I often visit 
As I walk through the farmhouse I feel the floors slope beneath my feet

I touch the walls built from soil 
I drink the water from the well 

I spend time in the dark spaces, searching for light and then blocking it out 
When I walk the terrain I follow the path in order to find what others have left before me 

This land was once mined for silver. I too use silver as a resource 



The Mangle has been there as long as I remember. The 
wooden rollers were once intact but rot has caused the 
wood to splinter and disintegrate. I have observed this 
gradual deterioration, contemplating how the mangle 

would no longer be effective in its use. Now all the wood 
has turned to rot and only the metal frame remains.

The Mangle
Gelatin silver print, expired photographic paper, 8 x 10”

Edition of 15
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This photographic series was developed in pond water collected 
from the site. The number of prints was determined by the develop-

er which was used until the point of exhaustion. 



Installation Visualisation: 

Scattered in chronological order along a wall. Prints are spot lit in tungsten light.



Three Green Bottles 

Installation: Displayed on a 
small plank of timber on the 
floor, filled with pond water



 Cob

Two carousel slide projectors are projecting 
side by side.

The transitional sound of the images can be 
heard throughout the room.

Each carousel moves at a different speed 
meaning the transitions of images are not 

simultaneous. Sometimes there is only one 
image projected at a given moment.

Dimensions of each projection: 144cm x 96cm

















Full set of images on show reel:  





“A farmer looking for ways of diversifying contacted Arthur Salter to see if 
he could detect the presence of silver on his farm. He knew that there had 
been a silver mine somewhere on his land in the 17th century. By divining 
with a silver brooch in his hand, Arthur confirmed that there was still sil-

ver present. Unfortunately for the farmer, his mother, who owned the land, 
refused to allow diggers in, as she objected to the fields being ruined for 

exploration purposes. This was reported in the local press but the site was 
kept secret for obvious reasons.”

Excert from local news
Shown as text on a wall



Image lost in development
Gelatin Silver Print, expired photographic paper.  

Image lost in development
Gelatin Silver Print, expired photographic paper.  



Installation Visualisation



Araucaria araucana, commonly known and The Monkey Puzzle Tree is native to 
southern and central Chile and western Argentina. 

This Monkey Puzzle was planted here in 1980. 



Hibiscus Developer:

50grams hibiscus loose tea leaves
500ml boiling water 
6tsp sodium carbonate 
2 heaped tsp vitamin c 



Hibiscus must be steeped in boiling water and left to 
soak for approximately 5 hours. 
When the vitamin c is added the mixture fizzes, turning 
almost immediately from a deep purple to teal green in 
colour.



Installation Visualisation
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Untitled sound recordings
These sound recordings are quiet and concealed. They play 

sporadically at different points around the room and can 
only be heard from nearby.

Click link for Untitled sound recordings

https://soundcloud.com/user-32807142/sets/untitled-sound-recordings.



Workbook
Containing recipes and processes, 
displayed as an object



Found slide



Shown on a hand held slide view-
er, placed on a shelf just below 
eye level


